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Workflows offer explicit representations of computational methods, and have long been
recognized as a crucial element of scientific discourse [Gil et al 07]. A workflow can be
seen as a software instrument that offers a new lens on data. Treating workflows as
science currency could change the practice, accelerate the pace, and broaden participation
in scientific endeavors:
Scientific discovery would advance at a faster pace if computational methods were
published in an operational form so they could be readily inspectable and reusable.
Several systems support the publication of workflows as an integral part of a scientific
publication (e.g., [Falcon 07]). Extending publications with workflows makes
computational experiments inspectable and reproducible [Bourne 10; Lehrer 10; Naik
11]. Workflow sharing sites are available to deposit and reuse workflows [De Roure et al
09]. Workflows can be shared through open standards [Moreau et al 11; Gil et al 10;
Garijo and Gil 11]. However, the investment in creating workflows is not always
undertaken in the scientific community. What are the technical, social, and practical
barriers for broader adoption of workflow publication as routine practice?
Scientific discovery would be greatly facilitated by workflow systems that facilitate
the exploration of the experiment design space. Computational experiments can often
be realized by many alternative algorithms and algorithm combinations. In addition,
these algorithms can have many parameter settings such as thresholds that affect
significantly the results obtained. Scientists can in practice only explore a subset of that
design space, and not in systematic or principled ways. Workflow elaboration algorithms
can search through the space of possible instantiations of a high-level specification of an
experiment [Gil et al 12]. Workflow discovery algorithms can find and suggest possible
methods for given experimental goals [Bergmann and Gil 11]. What kinds of automated
or interactive exploration tools can assist scientists to improve the process of designing
computational experiments?
Publishing metadata about process provenance will significantly improve data
sharing and reuse. Many data repositories have basic metadata about datasets but lack
process provenance that describes how the data was obtained. Raw data (obtained from
instruments and sensors) is rarely shared, rather scientists tend to share data after
undergoing some quality control or preparation processes. Those processes are rarely

published when the data is published, which limits the utility of the data. How do we
change data sharing practices so that metadata routinely includes process provenance to
facilitate data interpretability and reuse?
Workflows could facilitate new kinds of cross-disciplinary discoveries. Workflows
capture data analysis expertise and would enable easy exchange of that expertise to new
scientists in other disciplines. Workflows could also document how data is processed, so
that published data is appropriately documented for others to use. How can workflows be
published, discovered, and applied across scientific disciplines?
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